
Water Rocket
Project Report

This report is about the story on how team H (Hasna, kevin, meiwani, and rizka) made a Water
rocket for their physics experiment at school, that was given by Mr. Nursyam.

The task was to make a water rocket that could reach at least 4 floor high. The time given to make
the experiment is around 3 weeks, at the end of the experiment the rocket will be tested at school
and the team need to answer a couple question from sir Nursyam about how the rocket work. The
team is also allowed to decorate the rocket to make it more interesting.

This story will be too long if we wrote it all, so we’re just make it short. After the midterm test, Rizka,
Hasna and Mei didn’t know who would be our last member of water rocket team. Yeah.. we got an
assignment to make a water rocket. And the group must be contained of 4/5 members. Suddenly,
after Rizka went hangout with her friends, she told Mei and Hasna that Kevin had joined our group.
We were happy that time, ‘finally we got our last member!!!’

One night, we didn’t remember exactly the date Mei made whatsapp group. And then Rizka, Hasna,
Kevin and Mei were chatting along with whatsapp about the making of our rocket. We got a ‘hard
time’ to decide where would we make the rocket and finally, the decision was Mei’s home. We
gonna make it in Mei’s house.

The following day, we went to school to met our member teams because Rizka, Hasna and Kevin
didn’t know Mei’s house. We made an appointment to gather in school at 10 o’clock. We made
some delayes so in the end we all gathered at around 11 o’clock. Kevin drove his motorcycle and the
others, included me, stopped a taxi.



When we arrived, we immediately made a list of what to buy. Later, we went to a building store to
get our materials. And then we went to a mini market, and after that we walked back to my house.
Mei house quite close to the places we needed. We go to the handyman who is only about 8 feet
from the house mei. There we bought a bike tire valve and cost us 500 rupiahs. Then we were into
the bulding store which is approximately ¼ miles. We bought a ½ inch PVC pipe 1 meter and duct
tape and cable ties, 1 inch PVC pipe 10 cm long, ½-inch PVC pipe Dop. After all bought, we returned
to Mei’s house.

We started by
cutting the bottom
of a bottle of
Cocacola much as
2 pieces (Kevin
brought it) and
pasting. After that
we made wings
using cardboard
and Viber (Rizka
brought it). Soon,
kevin had to go to

school again, because he got into science club. The remaining, hasna, rizka and I finished the body of
our rocket. We greet and farewell home. After it finished, rizka had to go home, and so did hasna.
After that we planned to continue our work on Monday, March 18 at Rizka’s home.

Mei and Hasna have never been to her house. A little curiousity arose in their heart. We wondered if
there would be an exciting moment there. That day, Hasna, Rizka and I had a remedial for our
physiscs midterm test. After took the remedial, we head off to rizka’s house. We waited about 5
minutes for kevin in Seven Eleven (mini market) near rizka’s house. Then, we walked together
towards rizka’s house.

On Monday, we went to initiating the manufacture rocket launcher . Like rizka said before, her
house a bit dirty cause of the renovation. We got into rizka’s room when we arrived. We perforate
Dop PVC pipe and glue valve bike. We started one of the PVC sealing with duct tape to fit in the
mouth of the bottle Cocacola at the time. we found that very narrow Cocacola bottle caps to get into
½-inch PVC pipe. We forced it by heating the bottle with matches and pipe entered.We continued
our work and we finished the launcher for the rocket!

Considerable distance, about 200 meters. Armed with pump and our rockets and a bottle full of
water, we went to the park near from Rizka’s. when we got there, we started to pour water to a
depth of approximately ¼ the body of the rocket. Then paste it to PVC pipe. We started pumping
until 30 seconds, but nothing happened. We started worrying and trying to fixing it. Errors found
because less dense 2 bottles which we bound (because at that time we taped with duct tape only).
We decided to fix it on Wednesday, Rizka home, then returned to their homes (because it was late).



Again, kevin had to go to school again. Kevin is
kinda really busy person. After kevin left,
rizka’s mother bought us some food from chiz
and chic! Yumm!

After school, we went back to the Rizka’s
house and fix our rockets. The third time we
did our project in rizka’s house (again), kevin
bought us some food from chiz and chic, again,
for his birthday which had passed a few days.

We tried to flying the rocket, but it wasn’t
successful as it seems. We were a bit
dissapointed but we didn’t giving up that easy.
We kept try. But when we tested again, our
rocket not flying. Sowe bound again until
absolutely no water coming out. At that time
our friends from another group came,Obi. He
suggested that we replace the bottom of a
bottle rocket with a Aqua which the mouth of

the bottle is larger than Cocacola. He said maybe his mistake at the mouth of the bottle is too
narrow for PVC pipe, until the rocket is hard to escape from PVC pipe.

We immediately bought a large bottle of Aqua and replace. It was late afternoon then, and we did
not have time to go back to the park and testing. So we did a test on the home page Rizka (rather
narrow). Successfully, we flew rockets, though not too high. We try continuously, until we all got wet.
Note, when rizka and kevin were outside, hasna and I played with the dolls in rizka’s room, hehehe...
we did it until the maghrib adzan sounded. Rain was falling heavily. We were all got caught by rain
on our way going home.

The fourth time! Just kevin and Mei were able to come to rizka’s
house. We ordered takoyaki and whatever the other name it is
because kevin complained noisily that he were very hungry.
After ate up the foods, the continued to decorate our rocket.
Rizka and Mei pretended to decorated our rocket. Kevin said we
should took a try on our rocket but Mei didn’t ever heard him.

D-1 rocket launch, we tried to launch the rocket in school. But
sadly, we were not able to reach the fourth floor. We kept trying
and trying to think what was wrong. We were getting desperated
and almost had a fight with each other. We decided to go home.
Kevin took a rocket and said that he would glue the rocket
section with hot glue gun, not with duct tape. In the afternoon,



The Hot Glue Gun

Kevin came to Rizka’s house (Hasna and Mei couldn’t come because there was a needed). With
kevin’s motorbike, we went to the park and did a test there. Today was dusk at the time, but did not
dampen their spirits. They believe, this time will be a successfully. And after trying, rockets fly high
enough. After the test three times, they went home and add glue it back so that the rocket more
closely.

We felt really sad. That day kevin was very angry at us. We didn’t ever dare to say anything to him
other than say sorry. It really made us sad. We fought because the rocket! Rizka decided to brought
the rocket with her. Kevin refused it because he is the only one who had hot glue gun. Rizka said that
she would buy a hot glue gun so kevin were not mad at us anymore. Finally kevin promised not to
mad at us anymore. Then, rizka went home and waited for kevin in her house. Kevin promised to
tried the rocket in rizka’s house after fixing the rocket in her house.

On the day of launch, our group is the most simple with
the launcher. No wonder we were the group most wet.
But after compassionate attempts, we were able to
exceed 4 floors. We are very proud of our hard work,
though not as high as other groups that launcher is great.
We understand the influence of conservation of
momentum and impulse on the application of these
water rockets. This is a very meaningful lesson.

And how we finished our project!


